We investigate properties of Heegaard splittings of closed 3-manifolds which are known for simply-connected manifolds and which might provide the basis for a general test for simple-connectivity. Our results are negative: each property considered is shown to hold in a wider class of manifolds. Wisconsin under the supervision of Professor J. M. Martin.
Introduction.
The problem of determining whether or not a given manifold
is simply connected appears frequently in the study of 3-manifolds. (a) (b) Figure 1 In (a) we have k projected onto the boundaty of a 3-cell; in (b) we add handles to accomodate the over-crossings and "twists" about the handles to make k homologous to zero in the complement. Now let A be the union of a disc D and an interval / as shown in Figure 2 .
We can embed A x S into H so that A x S O dH = \a\ x S = k. The centerline k of D x S has the same knot type as k does, so we can obtain M by removing D x S and replacing it differently. In terms of the (somehow oriented) coordinate circles ttz = dD x \0\, 1 = \b\ x S the surgery curve must have the form m + ql iq £ Z), because H AM) was assumed to be trivial.
Figure 2
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Figure  3 (a). If we add another handle to provide for the link, we can place the "double" &, of k2 on the resulting handlebody H , (see Figure 3(b) ).
If we read along zs, from the point * in the direction indicated by the arrow, then, T O in terms of the generators a, b, c, d of G = IljíS3 -H4) shown, we obtain the following expression for k :
AI3 is defined to be the tesult of a 1-1 surgery along k, (that is, the surgery curve is a 1-1 curve in terms of the coordinate circles (ttz, l) of our general construction above 
we have the corresponding result:
For each p > 0 there is a non-simply-connected homology 3-sphere M, , with a Heegaard diagram which admits a (p)-embedding into S .
The construction is similar to the one above.
We start with the trefoil of Figure 3(a) ; instead of doubling we compose two identical copies as illustrated in Figure 4 . The resulting simple closed curve is k/^)-^ ^ denotes the fundamen- This was proved by Papakyriakopoulos [7, Theorem 35.5] in the case that M is simply connected. The referee has informed the author that the generalization to homology 3-spheres has also been proved by F. Waldhausen (1965, unpublished) .
For the proof we need the following two results:
(A) A72y automorphism of the free group F = F ia . , ■ • ■ , a ) of rank n is a composition of automorphisms of the following three types: is then the required cutting. 3 °F or the latter, note that since k. and ze? both bound discs in S -H, so • ■ • 3 °d oes /.. The remaining longitudes were assumed to be trivial in S -H.
